
 

 

MetalGate Productions presents: Suomi Weird Spring  

If you count yourself among the fans of unusual metal music, meaning that you prefer such genre 

subcategories as experimental, psychedelic, post-metal, drone, sludge etc., then for you we have 

excellent news: this year’s Spring shall be odd indeed, but all the more interesting, for embarking 

on their tours are three bands from the Suomi experimental and post-metal underground that 

flourishes around the city of Tampere, and they shall visit Czech Republic as well!  

First to arrive are the experimental black metal visionaries ORANSSI PAZUZU who will appear 

on Saturday, March 12, 2016, in the Prague club Nová Chmelnice. If you visited MetalGate 

Czech Death Fest 2014, you surely remember their magnificent performance, during which they 

played their back then latest album “Valonielu” in its entirety. Now, OP return to present the 

successor, that is, the newest album entitled “Värähtelijä”, which is a damn good reason not to 

miss this ritual! Alongside OP shall appear two rising stars of the Czech black metal underground, 

DESIRE FOR SORROW and MALLEPHYR. We begin at 20:00.  

In the second ritual, we shall venture into the world of dark psychedelia, for DARK BUDDHA 

RISING are coming with their current release “Inversum”, released last year! DBR shall perform 

here for the very first time on Friday, April 1, 2016, in the Prague club Modrá Vopice. 

Supporting them shall be the prog-deathrash-ambient icon FORGOTTEN SILENCE and 

sludge/drone/ambient act BLUES FOR THE REDSUN, whereby the evening shall have a specific 

approach, dramaturgy-wise, tailored to all who enjoy musical oddities. The ritual begins also at 

20:00. 

The conclusion of the whole series shall be in purely instrumental vein, for the last to arrive is the 

ambient-space rok-noise project MR. PETER HAYDEN! This act shall also have its premier in 

Czech Rep. on Thursday, April 28, 2016 again in Modrá Vopice. To make this third ritual also 

specific, you can further look forward to the local Lovecraftian post-rockový project POSTCARDS 

FROM ARKHAM and to the ambient/groove/djent band BETWEEN THE PLANETS. The kick-

off is again at 20:00.  

Entrance fee to the first ritual is 250 CZK in presale, 300 CZK on site; for the second ritual 200 

CZK on presale, 250 CZK on site; and for the third one 150 CZK on presale, 200 CZK on site. 

However, if you do not want to miss either of the shows, we also have for you a special ticket to all 

three rituals for 500 CZK, whereby you have the entrance elegantly solved! Presale tickets are 

available on MetalGate e-shop and in the Ticketstream network.  

For more info, stay tuned to the website and the FB page of MetalGate.  

Three Suomi bands, three rituals featuring three bands each, in short, come to enjoy the Suomi 

Weird Spring! See you there!  
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